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Report from Chair for 2011 – Mark Hoda 

 
Over the past year the Foundation has forged some very exciting new partnerships, 
leading to a series of new events and projects. 
 
Following on from an fascinating presentation by photographer Robert Wallis and 
anthropologist and campaigner, Felix Padel, on the plight of tribal people in Orissa and 
Jharkhand at the hands of multinational mining companies, the Gandhi Foundation is 
supporting an exhibition at SOAS (if you haven‟t already done so, please to try and find 
time to visit it before it closes in June – details further on in this report). 
 
We can look forward to similarly exciting presentation following this year‟s AGM at 
Kingsley Hall, led by local artist Saif Osmani, on Gandhi in Noakhali. It‟s a particularly 
appropriate time to hold such an event given that this year marks the 40th anniversary of 
the foundation of Bangladesh.  
 
We are also making good progress in finishing our photographic exhibition on Gandhi, 
which we will target at schools in Tower Hamlets. I hope to be able to include a lengthy 
report on how it has inspired numerous children in next year‟s annual report. 
 
The Foundation is also funding a mentoring project for Muslim girls at two schools in 
Tower Hamlets by Mosaic, a charity established by the Prince of Wales. 
 
I hope that both the Noakhali presentation, Mosaic project and schools exhibition will 
enable the Gandhi Foundation to build stronger links with the local community around 
Kingsley Hall.  
 
As well as funding Mosaic, the Foundation has funded a two very worthy local projects 
run by our friends and supporters that promote Gandhian values; a project in Brixton on 
permaculture, run by Rakesh Bhambri (who brought this fascinating concept to last 
year‟s summer gathering), and a major contribution to the cost of a bus for the Sacred 
Era School in Ladakh, championed so passionately by our former Secretary, Denise 
Moll. 
 
As well as developing exciting new partnerships and projects, this Annual Report shows 
how the Foundation‟s established events and activities continued to attract lots of 
interest and support over the last year.  
 
Looking ahead, our summer gathering theme will be „Faith and Sustainability‟ and we will 
be re-visiting St Christopher School, Letchworth, where we had such a good gathering 
last year. The School‟s ethos is very much in keeping with Gandhian values and it‟s 
great to be able to continue our partnership. 
 

However, despite a busy year behind us as well as ahead, our membership numbers 
continue to slowly decline. We must address this. As George Paxton observes in this 
report “Recruiting is something that needs to be constantly kept in mind if we are to grow 
in numbers or even stay at the same level”. I would be grateful for the thoughts of 
Friends and supporters about new, low cost/free ways for us to recruit more members.  
 



There were controversial reviews generated this year following publication of a new book 
on Gandhi by Joseph Lelyveld.  You can read Antony Copley‟s excellent response to 
historian Andrew Roberts‟ review of the book in the Wall Street Journal on our website 
and in the Gandhi Way.  This and the ever increasing amount of traffic on our website, 
shows how much interest there still is in Gandhi today. The Foundation needs to find 
new ways to tap into this to grow its membership.  
     

Mark Hoda 

Patron Report  

Our Patron, Diana Schumacher, is one of the organisers of this year‟s celebrations for 
the centenary of the birth of the economist E.F Schumacher, author of “Small is 
Beautiful”. Schumacher was very much inspired by Gandhi‟s views on economics and 
was one of the founders of the forerunner to the GF partner organisation, Jeevika Trust. 

A range of events are being held this year to mark the centenary, including the 
Schumacher Conference at Colston Hall, Bristol, on 8 October. You can find details of all 
planned events and submit your own at http://ef-schumacher.org/calendar/ 

          Mark Hoda  

REPORTS OF EVENTS 

 
Multi Faith Celebration 
 
This year‟s multi Faith Celebration had to be cancelled (due to very poor planning on the 
Chair‟s part!). 
 
However, GF Friend and activist, Kaushik Patel, very kindly stepped into the breach by 
organising a small celebration in South Wales on 30 February. 
 
Kaushik also announced at the event that he would be travelling to Cairo with a 
message of non violence and peace. 
 

          Mark Hoda 
 
Summer Gathering of GF Friends  
 
Saturday 24 July - Saturday 31 July 2010 
 
Venue - This year the Summer School and Gathering was held at St Christopher 
School, Letchworth, Hertfordshire. This is a new venue for us. The school was founded 
in 1915 by Dr Armstrong Smith and is a long term proponent of progressive education. 
The aim was to create a community that would encourage the positive development of 
all capacities that lie within the child. The philosophy has links with our own Gandhian 
ideals.  
  
Participants - Twenty five people attended, not including two families of four who came 
for the day. Many nationalities were represented. Participants came from India, Croatia, 

http://ef-schumacher.org/calendar/


the Netherlands, Spain and Italy. Many had attended the Summer School before and it 
was good to see old friends and make new ones. There was a range of ages, including 
pensioners, single people, young families, teenagers and small children. There was a 
mix of ages within all activities and work groups, including the cricket and circle dancing. 
We all came together as we want to live as a community. It felt a bit like a large 
extended family, where respect and tolerance and friendship were experienced by all. 
 
Structure of the day -  
7.00am yoga in the school hall with Arya and Rakesh 
8.00am breakfast 
9.00am morning meditation and sharing 
9.30am (approx)  morning session in the school hall 
12.30pm lunch 
2-3.30pm afternoon session with Rakesh or visitor 
5.00-6.00pm discussion with Arya 
6.30pm supper 
8.00pm evening entertainment 
9.00-9.30 evening meditation 
 
Welfare and responsibility sessions - Sessions were full and varied and generated 
much discussion. They were led by different members of our group in turn. The first part 
was a presentation, followed by small group discussions on the theme and then sharing 
within the large group. The sessions were on the life of Gandhi and his teachings on 
welfare and responsibility, the Welfare State, individual responsibility, the international 
dimension, the role of the third sector and utopian visions of society.  
 
I had much to consider, and at the end of the week left with a determination to pursue 
simple living, which I hold dear, but too often do not give enough attention to, or worse, 
forget. 
 
Deep bonding took place during the week and for some of us who have known each 
other from previous years it felt like returning home to our spiritual family. We look 
forward to many future gatherings. 
 
          Trudy Lewis 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual Lecture and Peace Award 2010 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ali Abu Awwad and Robi Damelin of the Parents Circle Families Forum holding The Gandhi Foundation Peace Award for 
2010 

This year the Gandhi Foundation‟s Annual Lecture and Peace Award took place on the 
3rd November in the House of Lords, in a session chaired by Lord Bhikhu Parekh, Vice 
President of The Gandhi Foundation.   
 
Lord Parekh welcomed the guests and introduced Omar Hayat, a Trustee of The Gandhi 
Foundation who then explained why the Parents Circle Family Forum (PCFF) had been 
chosen as recipients of the 2010 International Peace Award.  
 
Omar described how when researching the PCFF after they had been nominated he 
began to feel both hope and sorrow: hope in that such initiatives were taking place, and 
sorrow that there is need for such an organisation. 
 
The PCFF is a grassroots organisation of bereaved Palestinians and Israelis, families 
who have lost loved ones to violence in the conflict. It promotes reconciliation as an 
alternative to hatred and revenge. Each year they arrange hundreds of dialogue 
encounters between Israelis and Palestinians, to promote mutual understanding. 
 
Peace Award recipient in 2009, Professor Carolyn Regan, of the Children‟s Legal 
Centre, presented this year‟s award jointly to Robi Damelin and Ali Abu Awwad, who are 
Public Relations officer and Programme manager of PCFF respectively. 
 
Robi and Ali each gave a short acceptance speech.  Robi mentioned that she had a 
family connection to Gandhi in that one of her relatives was Hermann Kallenbach who 
gave Gandhi the land for the ashram known as Tolstoy Farm in South Africa and was 
one of Gandhi‟s closest friends. Robi said that for her, joining the PCFF was a way of 
making a difference by understanding the shared pain that Israelis and Palestinians both 
experience, and that she chooses to prevent other families from experiencing this pain. 
 
Ali talked about some of his history as a prisoner of the Israelis, and reading about 
Gandhi on hunger strike.  He said that the next generation will be the evidence for our 
movement today.  Ali said he hoped that our vision will be shared and joined in a 
structure of making peace in the Middle East and everywhere. 
 



Following on from the Peace Award, the Annual Lecture took the form of a panel 
discussion, looking at the Middle East conflict from the point of view of non-violence. 
Robi Damelin and Ali Abu Awwad were joined by Denis Halliday, former Assistant 
Secretary General of the United Nations, Humanitarian coordinator for Iraq, and Patron 
of the Gandhi Foundation and Huw Irranca-Davies, MP and Patron of the PCFF.  
 
Robi started the discussion by stating that the long-term goal of the PCFF was to create 
a framework for a reconciliation process to be in place for when political agreements are 
signed. She outlined various initiatives that the PCFF is currently engaged in, including 
lobbying of politicians. 
 
Ali posed the question – what could lead to freedom as a nation? His answer was that 
there were two ways: one to work on themselves to create this structure. The other is 
reconciliation which implies leaving the occupation and the memories of the occupation 
behind.  Ali expressed his belief that they would one day be free. Perhaps not in his 
lifetime, but it would happen. 
 
Denis Halliday started by saying he was concerned firstly by the violations of human 
rights in respect of the Palestinian citizens of Israel, and the Palestinian communities in 
East Jerusalem, on the West Bank, and in Gaza. His second concern was with the 
people of Israel itself: while Israel persists in aggressive military occupation, sets aside 
the human rights of the Palestinians, and until she shows respect for her neighbours and 
all of her own people and understands the importance of living together in dignity without 
humiliation then the future of Israeli wellbeing is in doubt. 
 
Denis cast doubt on the role of the United States as a broker of peace in the region, and 
called for the other nations of the region such as Turkey and Egypt to become more 
involved in finding solutions to the conflict.  He referred to the US and Israel as rogue 
states. Having mentioned that the United States channels billions of dollars annually to 
Israel, which is mostly used for military purposes, Denis called for a massive injection of 
cash to help the Palestinians. He also said he wanted to encourage the Palestinians and 
the Israelis to imbue in their children love and understanding for peace. 
 
Huw Irranca-Davies spoke next, referring to himself as a hopeless naïve. Huw said he 
had first come across the PCFF in Palestine when he was visiting there with the Labour 
Friends of Israel and the Labour Middle East Council. In the back room of a bar they 
listened to stories where individuals were faced with tragedy and bereavement but chose 
not to hurtle towards anger but to go in the other direction, and indeed to encourage 
others to go along with them. Huw said he is a Patron of the PCFF because there is 
something transformative about the idea that summer camps, telephone lines between 
the different sides, and working in schools can make a difference. 
 
Lord Parekh then invited contributions from the floor. The first speaker expressed the 
view that peace and security are two sides of the same coin: there can be no peace 
without security and there can be no security without peace. The second said that he felt 
that „the Irish gentleman‟ (Denis Halliday) made a diatribe against Israel and that it was 
unhelpful in the situation and made it difficult to move forward. 
 
Following the next two speakers from the floor, Robi spoke and said that they all had 
made statements, not asked questions. She asked, “If you care about the Israelis and 
the Palestinians, then help us to find a way to reconcile, do not create another conflict by 



making people be on the defensive – it doesn‟t help”. Robi said that she would 
appreciate questions that have to do with the human side, not politics. 
 
Ali appealed for people not to be part of the problem, but to be part of the solution. He 
also said that the Palestinians cannot live like they do forever – something has to 
change. 
 
There were some further contributions from the floor, commented upon by the panelists, 
before Lord Parekh summed up by referring back to the conflicts that Gandhi was 
concerned with: between Muslims and Hindus; the British rulers and the Indian people; 
the orthodox Hindus and the untouchables. Gandhi did not face anything quite like the 
current conflict in the Middle East, but the principles by which he lived are relevant 
today. 
 
Transcripts of the introduction to The Gandhi Foundation Award and why the Parents 
Circle Family Forum was chosen, by Omar Hayat, and Carolyn Regan‟s presentation 
can be accessed on the Gandhi Foundation Website. 
 

Trevor Lewis 
 
Post 2010 AGM presentation – ‘Tribes and Tribulations; How do we bring peace 
and justice to the dispossessed and who is responsible?’ 
 
Those who came to the Annual General Meeting at Kingsley Hall on 10 July were 
privileged to hear two presentations on the plight of the indigenous peoples of East 
India.  The Adivasis are the tribal people of Orissa and Jharkhand state (formerly South 
Bengal).  They live mainly in the forests and small villages preserving a culture that goes 
back for several thousand years and maintaining a balance between meeting basic 
human needs and preserving the natural environment.  The Adivasis worship Nature and 
the spirits of their ancestors.  Their megaliths and wall paintings are evidence of an 
ancient and sustainable civilisation.   
 
The tragedy is that the land they occupy has been found to contain 40% of all India‟s 
mineral wealth.  Multinational companies have moved in to exploit huge reserves of coal, 
bauxite and other metal ores with scant regard for the needs of the Adivasi people.  
Photographer Robert Wallis showed a sequence of pictures which hinted at the rich 
culture of the past but vividly portrayed the depths to which the Adivasis have sunk.  A 
people who lived sustainably on the land have been driven from their villages, seen their 
sacred spaces destroyed, had their water polluted and been forced to scavenge for bits 
of coal in the spoil heaps of the mines so that they have something to sell and obtain 
money for food. 
 
The second talk was given by Felix Padel who emphasised the scale of the mining 
operations – open-cast coal mines, for example, several miles across and moving 
relentlessly across the landscape, destroying everything in their path.  Felix recalled how 
Gandhi had seen the improvement of the villages of India as being the key to the welfare 
of the people.  He warned Nehru that an industrialised India would never be 
independent.  Nehru saw it differently.  For him, the villages were concentrations of 
poverty and ignorance and therefore providing employment through industrialisation was 
necessary for the country to advance.  
 



Nehru‟s view prevailed and gradually more and more of the countryside has been given 
over to industry with few benefits trickling down to the poorest people.  Roads and ports 
have been constructed to ship the minerals (and the profits) away to China and the 
West.  In recent years the process has accelerated, driven by increasing costs for mining 
companies in other parts of the world and futures trading on the London Metal 
Exchange.  The demand for steel is a major problem with firms like Tata and S R Steel 
exploiting a situation of rampant capitalism and being given support from the World 
Bank. 
 
Since 1947 some 30 million people have been displaced, about a third of them tribal 
people. Compensation or help with resettlement is rarely given.  Inevitably, opposition 
has grown and the term „Maoists‟ is used to refer to a range of disparate groups who are 
seeking to restrict the operations of the mining companies and the government that 
supports them.  Most of the Maoists come from outside the area and have little 
knowledge or respect for the Adivasi culture.  Some groups are well organised and 
ideologically driven while others are bent only on violence, attacking the police and 
committing atrocities against innocent people.  The mining industry uses other militia 
gangs to protect their installations and control the population. 
 
Felix saw little scope for effective action in relation to this dangerous and volatile 
situation.  A new minister for environmental affairs in the Indian government showed 
promise and there was increasing opposition in Britain to British-based mining firms that 
are active in India.  But the overall picture was depressing as a major part of one of the 
largest countries in the world appears to be sliding into a state of civil war. 
 
For further reading: 
„Out of this Earth: the East India Adivasis and the Aluminium Cartel‟ by Felix Padel 
„Listening to Grasshoppers‟ by Arundhati Roy 

                 Graham Davey 

SOAS 'A Disappearing World' exhibition and events 
 
Following the post AGM presentation by Robert and Felix, the Gandhi Foundation is 
supporting an exhibition of photography by Robert Wallis and artwork by members of the 
Tribal Women‟s Artist Collective from Jharkhand, at the Brunei Gallery it the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London. The exhibition opened on 14 April 
and runs until 25 June. 
 
Two public seminars were also being run alongside the exhibition on 14 April on „Art, 
Ancestry and Tribal Identity‟ and „Mining, Displacement and Resistance in India‟s Tribal 
Lands‟. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information can be found at; www.soas.ac.uk/gallery/disappearingworld/ 
  
Innovators and Investors event, Whitechapel 
 
As part of celebrations for Black History Month, the Change Community Project, an East 
London based educational social enterprise, invited the Gandhi Foundation to speak at 
their event on „Inventors and Innovators‟ with links to Tower Hamlets, at the Bow Idea 
Store in Whitechapel on 12 October.  
 
I gave a talk on Muriel Lester and Gandhi‟s stay at Kingsley Hall and the event also 
featured an exhibition of statues of Gandhi produced by local school children. 
 
The event also provided an opportunity to show the British Library photo exhibition on 
Gandhi. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can find out more about the project‟s forthcoming Innovators and Inventors events, 
featuring Gandhi, at http://changecproject.org.uk/innovators-and-inventors/ 
 

     Mark Hoda 

GENERAL REPORTS 

Friends of the GF 
 
The number of Friends of the GF stands at about 240 and unfortunately continues to 
show a slow decline.  Recruiting is something that needs to be constantly kept in mind if 
we are to grow in numbers or even stay at the same level.  A modest attempt at 

http://www.soas.ac.uk/gallery/disappearingworld/
http://changecproject.org.uk/innovators-and-inventors/


advertising was the production of new leaflets early in 2011 and these are being 
distributed at present by Friends.  If you are able to help with this please get in touch 
with the Membership Secretary, George Paxton.  Some new Friends have come via the 
website. 
            
                  George Paxton 
 
The Gandhi Way 
 
Our newsletter continues to report on our events such as the Summer Gathering (Trudy 
Lewis), the Peace Award and Panel on the Israel-Palestine situation (Trevor Lewis), a 
response by Antony Copley on the Lecture by Judge Aftan Alam dealing with secularism 
in India.   
 
Feminism featured in an article by Anupma Kaushik on Gandhi’s attitude to gender 
inequalities and Shaheen Westcombe on the early Bengali feminist Rokeya Hossein.   
Two articles (by Felix Padel and Graham Davey) drew attention to the sad situation of 
adivasis (or tribals) in parts of India today and this linked with further articles and reports 
on our website and also the current exhibition in the Brunei Gallery in London.  
 
We read of one of the projects supported by the GF through Denise Moll’s visit to the 
Sacred New Era School in Ladakh.   
 
Book reviews continue to feature strongly, and we also carried appreciations of the lives 
of two staunch supporters who died during the year, John Linton and Mary Mather. 

 
              
                     George Paxton 
 
Website 
 
The Gandhi Foundation website (www.gandhifoundation.org) has enjoyed a sustained 
level of interest in 2010-11, with a total of 58,765 visitors in the year, at an average of 
4,897 per month;  
 

Month Views 

Apr-10 4748 

May-10 5000 

Jun-10 4729 

Jul-10 4435 

Aug-10 4674 

Sep-10 6154 

Oct-10 5641 

Nov-10 4567 

Dec-10 4245 

Jan-11 4734 

Feb-11 4586 

Mar-11 5252 

Total 58765 



Average 4897 
 
In 2010-11 the most popular article on the website was the announcement of the Peace 
Award to the Parents Family Circle Forum with 1,987 views. Helena Nielsen‟s article on 
“Te Whiti o Rongomai: A forerunner of Gandhi” continues to garner interest with 906 
views.  
 
Our very own Antony Copley‟s article „Misunderstanding Gandhi‟ received an impressive 
751 views. 
 
2010-11 saw the website lend assistance to the campaign for the indigenous Adivasi 
people in East India. Felix Padel‟s article „Searching for Justice and Peace in Eastern 
Central India‟ proved popular with 530 views.  
 
We were also fortunate to be able to publish two articles by Gladson Dungdung, a 
human rights activist and writer from Jharkhand, India, including his compelling „Endless 
Cry In The Red Corridor‟. 
 
The website continues to be a principal source of new Friends for the Foundation, with 
joiners from both the UK and overseas during in the period. 
 
The GF page on Facebook now has 239 friends, up from 131 last year. We also have a 
Twitter feed @GandhiUK which is growing in popularity. 
 

         Diane Gregory & Matthew Bain 
 

Academic Adviser’s Report  

In the course of reviewing during this last year I‟ve found myself rethinking the lives and 
values of two great Indians whose paths crossed Gandhi‟s, C Rajagopalachari (usually 
shortened to CR) and Aurobindo Ghose. I reviewed Vasabhi Srinivasan‟s Gandhi„s 
Conscience Keeper: C Rajagopalachari and Indian Politics, (and rather flatteringly she 
takes my The Political Career of C Rajagopalachari 1937-1954 as one of her heuristic 
texts), for the Indian Journal of Social and Economic History and Peter Heehs‟s The 
Lives of Sri Aurobindo for the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
 
 It is thought-provoking to think of the way in which CR took up the conservative aspects 
of Gandhi‟s thought. Initially a supporter of Tilak, CR was on side with Gandhi by 1919 
and in many ways was to out-Gandhi Gandhi. He became the most committed of the no-
changers, those who refused to work the constitutional reforms of 1919 and was so 
passionate a supporter of prohibition that he tried to make this the cause of the great 
satyagraha campaigns over that of khaddi until Gandhi brought him into line. In some 
ways it was Gandhi who had to teach him the politics of compromise. But CR came 
round by 1937 to participation in the local legislatures and headed in some ways the 
most successful of the Congress ministries between 1937 and 1939.  But it was from 
now on that he moved away from Gandhi, supporting Cripps‟ proposals in 1942 and 
rejecting the Quit India movement. If forgiven by Nehru and to become both Governor-
General, but not President, and later Nehru‟s Home Minister, he was always moving in 
an increasingly conservative direction and was to become the leading opponent of the 
Indian Communist party.  Maybe Gandhi‟s ideal of trusteeship could always move either 
to the left or to some vision of a quasi-socialist village economy or to the right and 



recognition of the industrialists, providing they recognised the claims of welfare.  In time 
CR broke away from Congress to set up the right-wing Swatantra Party. But it would be 
unfair to see in his battle to defend the interests of Tamil Brahmins, a betrayal of 
Gandhi‟s inclusivist concern for the untouchables. 
 
In Aurobindo Ghose, Gandhi encountered a political presence that would almost 
certainly have eclipsed his own had Aurobindo not retreated from politics and embarked 
in 1910 in Pondicherry on his prolonged yogic quest.  All the while Gandhi was working 
out his non-violent strategy in South Africa, Aurobindo in the Swaraj movement was the 
most electrifying proponent of his own version of passive resistance whilst recognising 
that there might have to be a place for violence. Only his recognition of the retaliatory 
power of the colonial state led him away from this tactic and he was very fortunate, along 
with his brother Barin, not to be found guilty in 1909 of terrorism.  In his ashram in 
Pondicherry he became the silent leader, off limits, and not even Gandhi was able to 
make contact. Later he supported the Cripps proposals and, ever the nationalist, 
deplored partition. Heehs makes a claim that Gandhians will reject: `it cannot be denied 
that violence real and threatened did as much as passive resistance to bring the British 
to the negotiating table. If the Government consented to deal with Gandhi, it was 
because they were obliged to accept him as the lesser of two evils‟ (p 211). 
 
 Another concern but one rejected by their apologists is that both CR and Aurobindo 
contributed to the ideology that became that of right-wing Indian nationalism in the BJP. I 
personally am sure neither fell into the trap of becoming Hindu communalists. 
 
But my writing interest remains in a different direction and I am still working on a project 
on music and spirituality in 20th century Europe. The first fruits of this will appear in 
Studies in History and this has an Indian interest, for it takes up the music of Alexander 
Scriabin and his apocalyptic vision of a great festival in the Himalayas and the rebirth of 
God. 
 

Antony Copley 

 

Hoda/Evans Memorial Project – Schools Exhibition 

The Gandhi Foundation has a contract with community activist Rakesh Bhambri to 
catalogue and complete the exhibition, under the guidance of Susan Denton-Brown, and 
begin to promote it in schools near Kingsley Hall. 

          Mark Hoda 
    
Kingsley Hall Report  

Kingsley Hall is the home of the Gandhi Foundation and continues to be a centre for a 
range of community activities for the diverse population of Bromley -by- Bow. The year 
2010-11 has been busy despite various difficulties. Sadly, Sue Davis, the Secretary, a 
much dedicated volunteer and community activist passed away last autumn. Since then I 
have taken on the role of Secretary. This was formalised at the last AGM.  
  
Youth Activities - The changes in the Council's grant programme have resulted in a 
reduction to the centre's grant income for youth work and running costs. However, 
Kingsley Hall continues its commitment to support 9 different  youth groups that currently 
run weekly programmes at the centre for 200 young people.   



  
Kingsley Hall Legacy -   The Muriel Lester Collection has been conserved and formally 
archived.  Following a number of lectures and exhibitions for the public, the Collection is 
currently held by the Bishopsgate Institute on a loan arrangement. 
  
CB3 Cultural Trail - A heritage project was supported by the local authority. Three young 
people were employed to work with the local community to make Bromley -by-Bow 
better known and display its cultural diversity and richness. 
  
Health and Healing - A series of health and well-being programmes have been run. 
Work in this area continues. There are plans to develop part of the first floor into a health 
area. 
  
B3 Cafe - A cafe serving inexpensive healthy international food is to be opened from 9th 
May at Kingsley Hall. Initially it will operate once a week on Tuesdays from 4 to 8pm.  
  
MOSAIC - Following a grant payment by the Gandhi Foundation to Mosaic, there was a 
3-way meeting to discuss partnership working with Kingsley Hall. Mosaic has been 
helping with publicity for the B3 Cafe. They are providing communication and event 
management support for the opening event of the cafe. The Somali Women's Group at 
Kingsley Hall is also working with Mosaic. They will be provided with mentoring support 
and exploration sessions.  
  
Bee Keeping Project - Rakesh Bhambri, who has been working for the Gandhi 
Foundation, attended a meeting with the Trustees of Kingsley Hall to discuss the 
possibility of starting a bee keeping project in the roof area. It was proposed that initially 
there would be a number of sessions on bee keeping and raising awareness about the 
need to preserve bees. This could encourage work with local schools and promote 
interest within the community. 
  
Building Renovation - Kingsley Hall has received £25k from the Community Builders' 
Grant programme for a digital survey and architectural plans for a phased renovation of 
the building.  Architect Nicholas Ray is working on the project and draft plans have been 
produced. The proposal includes a lift and reception area, additional offices and activity 
space. The area currently occupied by the Gandhi Foundation is to be extended and 
improved. 
  
It is hoped that the 2012 Olympics will attract visitors to the historic building.  A major 
fund raising initiative will be necessary to undertake the building works.  Help from the 
Gandhi Foundation to fund raise will be appreciated.  
  
Conclusion - As a representative of the Gandhi Foundation, I have been a Trustee of 
Kingsley Hall for nearly two years.  Since undertaking the role of Secretary my contact 
and involvement with the organisation has increased further. This can only be positive 
and strengthen the partnership with the Gandhi Foundation.    

      
   Shaheen Choudhury-Westcombe 

 
Mosaic mentoring project 



The Gandhi Foundation donated £3000 to Mosaic to run a mentoring project for Muslim 
mothers and daughters in schools in the vicinity of Kingsley Hall. The GF is also making 
its Kingsley Hall office available to Mosaic from which to co-ordinate the project. 

Shaheen Westcombe, on behalf of the GF Executive and the Kingsley Hall user group, 
is liaising with Mosaic London Regional Manager, Amina Dahbi Skali, over the 
development and implementation of the project. 

 

Sacred New Era School, Leh in Ladakh 

The Gandhi Foundation made a donation to the school last year to replace the school‟s 
bus. Former GF Secretary, Denise Moll, is Secretary and sent the following general 
update in July 2010 to all the school‟s supporters; 

We are delighted to be in touch with you again about this little school, high up in the 
Himalayas. This time last year we wrote that we were seeking charitable status in 
Scotland, and would be appointing Trustees to fulfil terms of the constitution. This, I‟m 
glad to say, is now all in place.  

Shabir Banday (Director) has visited Leh several times since our last letter, and I shall 
be going from 13-21 September 2010 as part of a visit to India. Shabir will be there and 
we will attend a Parents Day, when pupils demonstrate their talents, and I will have a 
chance to talk to parents, teachers and children and will doubtless click away with the 
camera! 

Ladakh is a tough place to live, with roads opened only from mid-May to mid-November, 
and the school bus needs replacing, children sponsoring, and more computers for 
teachers and parents. We know the tough times that the world is facing economically 
and are therefore grateful for donations – large or small- from those who see that we 
here in the West are still a great deal better off than so very many parts of our commonly 
shared world. Your goodwill, prayers and support are all greatly valued.   

 

Jeevika Trust Report 

The Jeevika Trust has had an event filled year as well as an exciting summer and 
autumn programme ahead, which is set out below (I do hope GF Friends will be able to 
attend some of these and make a donation to support Jeevika‟s hugely valuable work in 
village India).     

One particular highlight over the last year was a lecture, at the Landmark Arts Centre in 
Teddington in March, by our Executive Director, Andrew Redpath, entitled “Raj, Rubies 
and Rickshaws”, on his lifelong relationship with India.  

Not only was the event wonderfully attended but local MP and Business Secretary, 
Vince Cable also attended and spoke about the importance of Britain‟s relationship with 
India, including providing aid to some of the world‟s poorest people living in its villages. 

- Forthcoming Jeevika events 

The Hidden East India Company: Kew and the India Museum, Friday 20th May, London 
(Full Day) 
 
From early opium paraphernalia and glorious wood samples to beautiful botanical 
illustrations, the East India Company's legacy at Kew is surprisingly rich.  This tour will 
go behind-the-scenes to discover what botanical specimens, art and artefacts at Kew 

http://www.jeevika.org.uk/KewandtheIndiaMuseum.htm


Gardens today came from the cramped storerooms of Leadenhall Street.  This full day 
excursion includes a private introductory tour on the Kew Explorer train, Rhododendrons 
in bloom and exclusive behind-the-scenes visits to the great Kew storerooms with Dr 
Mark Nesbitt, Head of Economic Botany, and to the library to see samples of prized 
botanical art.  Rediscover Kew from a new angle! 
 
Women‟s Roles in Rural Development in India – Webinar, Mid May 
 
Hosted by our Partnerships Co-ordinator, Priya Anand and Global Net 21 we will be 
discussing the vital role women have in the future of rural development in India.  For full 
details please email mark@jeevika.org.uk. 
 
Sundae Sessions - Benefit Gig, Sunday 2nd June, Star of Kings, King's Cross, London 
  
Join us for some sunshine, music, dancing and general merriment...  Featuring the 
unique Puncture Kit (Drum n Bass on a bike!) and DJ sets by Brackles (Rinse FM), Jack 
Smedley, and Lewis Maddox. 
 
The Hidden East India Company: Greenwich, Docklands and the Rise of East India 
Trade, Sunday 4th September, London (Full Day) 
 
A repeat of the well-received tour of October 2010, with our two expert guides, Nick 
Robins, author of 'The Corporation that Changed the World', and Dr Robert Blyth, chief 
curator of the National Maritime Museum. This time we hope to have the additional treat 
of an exclusive preview of the new Asian Galleries at the National Maritime Museum. 
 
Walk for Water, Sunday 25th September, Hampton Wick 
 
Our annual sponsored Walk for Water is here again. Join us on Sunday 19th September 
at 2pm to raise money to support our water projects in India. A beautiful route through 
Bushy Park, past Hampton Court Palace and along the Thames ending up with tea in a 
private garden on the river.  All the money raised goes to supporting our water projects 
in India. 
 
The Hidden East India Company: Tipu's Tiger and the India Museum, Sunday 30th 
October, London (Half Day) 
 
Explore the rise and fall and legacy of the East India Company's India Museum. See 
how intimately the V&A and its Asia collections are bound up with the dispersal of 
objects from the India Museum after the demise of the East India Company.  Here we 
will conjure images of the Aladdin's cave that was the India Museum in its heyday on 
Leadenhall Street and hear how the V&A rose up from its ashes.   Meet the India 
Museum's most famous exhibit, Tipu's Tiger.   Hear about Tipu Sultan and the story of 
the Tiger with Dr Susan Stronge, senior curator at the V&A and author of a beautiful 
book on the subject. 
 
Full details about all Jeevika‟s events can be found on our website – www.jeevika.org.uk 
or via the safe links attached to each event‟s title.  Any questions?  Email 
rosemary@jeevika.org.uk or call 020 8973 3773 (Monday - Wednesday). 
 

     Mark Hoda 

mailto:mark@jeevika.org.uk
http://www.jeevika.org.uk/SundaeSessions.htm
http://www.jeevika.org.uk/GreenwichDocklandsandtheRiseofEastIndiaTradeII.htm
http://www.jeevika.org.uk/GreenwichDocklandsandtheRiseofEastIndiaTradeII.htm
http://www.jeevika.org.uk/WalkforWater2011.htm
http://www.jeevika.org.uk/TipusTigerandtheIndiaMuseum.htm
http://www.jeevika.org.uk/
mailto:rosemary@jeevika.org.uk


Brixton Permaculture project 
 
Transition Town Brixton food group identified many sites in Brixton which have been left 
derelict for many years. We therefore started a project called Bring Land Into Production, 
which aims to bring these derelict sites back into production, either as community food 
growing spaces or for any other purpose the local residents highlight. 
 
Our aim is to engage the community and hand over responsibility for the project to 
community members, while offering our support and expertise. Success to us is if a 
derelict piece of land becomes active and the community no longer needs our support. 
 
We start by canvassing the local residents and hosting meetings to gather their opinions 
and ideas. This brings members of the community together, and gets them talking, often 
for the first time. We then work with the community to make whatever changes to the 
sites they collectively decide upon. 
 
We now have several sites up and running, including the following three sites which I am 
personally involved in; 
 
1. Brixton Water lane, where we have taken several disused council flat gardens, and 
created a forest garden, a low maintenance food growing space and a high maintenance 
food growing space;  
2. Oasis Adventure Playground Forest Garden, where we have taken an unused section 
of the playground and created a low maintenance forest garden; 
 3. Slade gardens permaculture demonstration site is a new project based in a public 
park in Brixton.  
 
The other non food related project I have started in Brixton is Brixton bees, which aims 
to create a network of natural bee keepers, who are interested in protecting bees rather 
than exploiting them for honey. We have been running various natural bee keeping 
training courses, hive building workshops and are about to start organising a bee 
festival. 

           Rakesh Bhambri 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Gandhi Foundation 
Income and Expenditure Accounts for the Year 2010 

 
INCOME      2010  2009   
 
Standing Orders             2660.00  2665   
Subs and donations       994.01  1673   
PayPal         402.13      164   
Grants received              5530.03          11577   
Literature sales       225.50    225   
Reclaimed Gift Aid tax      453.26      666   
Bank interest and F&C dividend        57.30      133   
            
     
  Total general income              10322.23      
  Income from events                   3397.71     
      
  Total income                 13719.94     
  Deficit for the year                    6160.28 
                        19880.22 
 
EXPENDITURE     2010  2009 
 
Gandhi Way printing     728.00   843 
Gandhi Way expenses    738.95   936 
Literature purchase       74.89   461 
Trustees travel     235.30   242 
Secretaries‟ pay inc VAT            2071.14            3197 
Secretaries‟ expenses         6.50          1220 
Kingsley Hall rent      920.00          2340 
Kingsley Hall phone     145.55             308 
Grants made            10706.00  300 
Bank charges         20.67   
Network for Peace sub      40.00     80 
 
  Total general expenditure        15687.00   
  Expenditure for events          4193.22 
 
  Total expenditure         19880.22 
 
BANK BALANCES 
At 1 – 1 – 2010 Current        7525.65 at 31 – 12 – 2010       Current       4262.48 
   Deposit        33835.15             Deposit         30866.88 
   PayPal                 0.00              PayPal            71.16 
   F&C units       3966.00         F&C units         4238.00 
Total assets at start of 2010            45326.80   Total assets at end of 2010        39438.52 
 
       Graham Davey, treasurer, May 2011 

  
The total assets have therefore decreased by £5888.28.  This is the deficit of £6160.28 arising 
from our activities during the year, reduced by the increase in the value of the F&C unit trusts 
which was £272.00 and was not included in the income and expenditure account. 



 

 
GF Annual Lecturers 1985-2009, and lecture titles 

1985 – Prof. Johann Galtung, Founder, International Peace Research Institute, Oslo: 
“Gandhi Today” 
1986 – Jonathon Porritt, Director, Friends of the Earth: “Gandhi and the Green 
Movement” 
1987 – Martin Ennals, Secretary General, Amnesty International (Nobel Peace Prize 
1977): “The International Concept of Human Rights” 
1988 – Prof. Paul Blau, Austrian Green Party: “The Beginning of an Epoch: time for the 
great Peace Treaty” 
1989 – Channel 4 Panel Discussion, Director,Tariq Ali: Panelists included: Dr. Rex 
Ambler, Lord Attenborough, Prof. Judith Brown, Antony Copley, Cecil Evans, Surur 
Hoda, Prof. Bhikhu Parekh, H.E. M Rasgota 
1990 – Lord Ennals, GF Chair, former Cabinet Minister: “Nonviolence in International 
Relations” 
1991 – H.E. Dr L M Singhvi, HC for India: “Gandhi Today” 
1992 – Archbishop Desmond Tutu (Nobel Peace Prize 1984) (video) “Gandhi in South 
Africa” 
1993 – H.H. the Dalai Lama (Nobel Peace Prize 1989): “Compassion – the Basis of 
Nonviolence” 
1996 – The Revd. Lord Soper: “Total Repudiation of Mass Violcnce: the only road to 
Peace” 
1997 – Prof. Madhu Dandavate, Delhi: “Gandhi‟s Human Touch” 
1998 – Mairead Maguire, Peace People, N.Ireland (Nobel Peace Prize 1976): “Building a 
Culture of Nonviolence” 
1999 – Bruce Kent, former Chair of CND; former President, International Peace Bureau: 
“Time to Abolish War” 
2000 – Prof. Adam Curle, Founder Dept of Peace, Bradford University and International 
Mediator: “Mahatma Gandhi: the Master of Truth”  
2001– Dr.Scilla Elworthy, Founder/ Director, The Oxford Research Group: “Gandhi‟s 
Legacy: the vibrancy of non-violent conflict resolution in the 21st Century” 
2002 – John Hume, MP & MEP, Leader SDLP (joint Nobel Peace Prize 1998): “An Eye 
for an Eye” 
2003 – Simon Hughes MP, Liberal Democrat candidate for Mayor of London: “India and 
Gandhi: their legacy for London” 
2004 – Helen Steven & Ellen Moxley, peace campaigners: “Our World at the 
Crossroads: Nonviolence or Nonexistence” 
2005 – Sir Mark Tully: “Was the Mahatma too Great a Soul?” 
2006 – H.E. Kamalesh Sharma, HC for India: “Encounters with Gandhi” 
2007 – Prof. Bhikhu Parekh: “Why is Gandhi still relevant?” 
2008 – Revd. Harold Good & Fr. Alec Reid: “Lessons in Peacemaking” 
2009 – Justice Aftab Alam: “The Role of the Indian Supreme Court in Upholding 
Secularism in India” 
2010 - Panel discussion on a non violent approach to the Middle East conflict - Robi 
Damelin and Ali Abu Awwad (Peace Award recipients), Denis Halliday and Huw Irranca-
Davies MP 
 
 
International Gandhi Peace Award recipients 



Brig. Michael Harbottle, (posthumously) „Generals for Peace‟  
Nicholas Gillett –  peace activist   
Jubilee 2000 – Cancel the Debt campaign  
Denis Halliday – UN worker with courage of convictions 
Helen Steven & Ellen Moxley – peace campaigners  
Clive Stafford-Smith – lawyer working for condemned 
Shabana Azmi – activist actor for many causes 
Media Lens – keeping an eye on media truth 
Parents Circle Family Forum - a grassroots organisation of bereaved Palestinians and 
Israelis  
 

The Gandhi Foundation and its Friends 

You can become a Friend for an annual minimum subscription of £12 (concessions £7), 
or become a Life Friend for a donation of £200. You will receive the quarterly newsletter, 
The Gandhi Way, as well as notices of the annual events organised by the Foundation. 
We are always seeking to increase our number of Friends, who represent the life blood 
of the organisation and without whom the vital work, activities and objectives of the 
Foundation would not be able to continue.  

To join us, please contact George Paxton at: 87 Barrington Drive, Glasgow G4 9ES; Tel: 
0141 339 6917; email: gpaxton@phonecoop.coop  Membership forms can be sent out 
via post or are available on our website. 

We always welcome articles, book reviews and letters of a specifically or broadly 
Gandhian nature for The Gandhi Way. Please send pieces for consideration to George 
Paxton (The Editor) at his contact details given above. There is a maximum word limit of 
2000 words for submissions.  

We would like to thank all The Gandhi Foundation Friends for coming to our events, 
reading The Gandhi Way and for supporting us with your goodwill, subscriptions and 
generous donations. Our Executive Committee quarterly meetings are open to any GF 
Friend to attend – just let us know if you would like to come along. You can also become 
a member of the Executive Committee following attendance as an observer at three 
consecutive meetings, by invitation. Please contact us if you have a special area of 
interest or skill-set that you feel you would be able to contribute to the organisation.  
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